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Meet Mr Emoji- the character that will lead you through the music!

Through his simple yet affective stories, performers can help describe his journey, feelings and surrounds 
through the use of music.

Try to best capture Mr Emoji’s stories by playing what’s written, writing your own, and expanding the story!

NOTES: 

The following scores are designed as a fun guide to exploring the piano using stories told through 
emoticons, through the eyes of Mr Emoji.

The emoticons are designed to signify people, places, objects and feelings. 

Where notes are provided the player is expected to play as written.

Where example notes are provided the player is expected to try various possibilities themselves.

Where general instructions are provided the player is expected to try various possibilities themselves. 

These last two points mean some composing for the player as well- try and find music that imitates the 
story best, but avoid using any popular references to the exact music of films, t.v., shows etc.

PERFORMING OPTIONS: 

Play the music only- test your performing/composing ability, play for friends and family and see 
what they think the story is about after playing.

Play the music whilst reciting the story lines between musical inserts- play the story and tell 
the story yourself, or have a friend/family member do the talking.

Play the music, give the listener(s) the story insert provided- let people read the story for 
themselves as you play the music.

Play the music, let the listeners watch the live video- let people watch the animated video as 
you play the music.

= Play any notes in general area of keyboard, 
   as appropriate to the story requirements
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“ I HEAR YOU BARKING . . .” 

(AUDIENCE SHEET)

! Mr Emoji . . .

" was walking home . . .

#  when he got a sudden shock . . .

$  by a large dog!

%  Mr Emoji . . .

&' doesn't like dogs. . .

()  he loves cats . . .

*  especially when they purr!

+ He thinks cats are cool!

, Mr Emoji . . .

-ran as fast as he could . . .

./ all the way home!
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“ I HEAR YOU BARKING . . .” 

(PERFORMER SCORE)

! Mr Emoji . . .

" was walking home . . .

#  when he got a sudden shock . . .



$  by a large dog!

%  Mr Emoji . . .

&' doesn't like dogs. . .



()  he loves cats . . .

*  especially when they purr!

+ He thinks cats are cool!



, Mr Emoji . . .

-ran as fast as he could . . .

./ all the way home!

Th

THE END 
THE END 


